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Another regime of operation for a 18.2 nm recombination laser using a
capillary-discharged carbon plasma
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Another regime of operation for the significant amplification of C VIHa radiation in a
capillary-discharged carbon plasma is proposed. This suggested regime of operation features the
existence of gain at the axis of a capillary, the large gain region~several hundred micrometers in
diameter!, and the hollow electron density profile for the better guiding of the radiation being
amplified. All these features help to overcome the previous problems and favor the high
amplification of the radiation. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1406554#
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There have been significant efforts which have dem
strated the amplification of extreme ultraviolet~EUV! radia-
tions using high-density and high-temperature plasmas
duced by high power lasers irradiation.1,2 Currently, due to
its compactness and efficient energy coupling, a capill
discharge has been used to produce a lasing medium.
amplification due to the lasing action of Ne-like Ar IX(j
50 – 1) line at 46.9 nm in a capillary discharge of Ar g
was successfully demonstrated3 and later led to the saturatio
of the radiation in a longer gain medium.4 A true table-top
x-lay laser at 46.9 nm is at hand.5 Shin et al. have achieved
the gain of C VIHa radiation at 18.2 nm in a wall-ablate
carbon capillary discharge6 and Wagner7 has observed the
lasing of Li-like O VI 4f – 3d(52.0 nm) and
4d– 3p(49.8 nm) radiations using an oxygen-filled capilla
discharge but in these experiments, the amplification w
limited due to either the short gain length6 or the low gain.7

The recent observation of an enhancement of C VIHa radia-
tion in a C2H2-filled capillary discharge by Bobocet al.8 was
attributed to a guiding effect. The failure in the significa
amplification using the electron-collisional recombinati
pumping scheme~CRPS! in a capillary discharge still de
mands the further understanding of the dynamics of capil
plasmas including the atomic kinetics.

In this letter, we present another regime of operation
the amplification of C VIHa radiation in a capillary dis-
charge plasma. The detailed dynamics for the param
which gives a maximum gain is also discussed. This reg
of operation features the existence of gain at the axis o
capillary, the large gain region~several hundred microme
ters!, and the hollow electron density profile for the bett
guiding of the radiation being amplified. All these featur
are advantageous over the previous experiments by
et al. where the gain region existed around the wall of
capillary, making alignment very difficult, and the nonga
region around the center absorbed the lasing radiation,
venting the significant amplification.

a!Electronic mail: kimd@postech.ac.kr
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Contrary to the Oraevskii’s proposal,9 Lee et al. noticed
that a rapid adiabatic expansion following a high density a
temperature plasma state~pinch! can provide the sufficien
cooling for the formation of gain for C VIHa ~18.2 nm!
radiation.10,11Recombination processes are enhanced in h
density plasmas.12 The enhancement of the recombinatio
rate has to be adequately included and was done in this w
since it is critical in a C VI recombination laser that the coo
ing time should be shorter than the recombination time
C VII–C VI ion.

The one-dimensional Lagrangian magnetohydrodyna
~MHD! code10 in a cylindrical symmetry, which was deve
oped to study the dynamics of aZ-pinch plasma,13,14 has
been used to evaluate a discharge-produced carbon cap
plasma. This code solves single-fluid and two-temperat
MHD equations.15 During the calculation of MHD, the popu
lation densities of ionization stages are also evaluated b
time-dependent ionization balance equation with
collisional-radiative~CR! rate coefficients which include th
contributions of excited levels in addition to the dire
ground-to-ground process. The populations of the exc
levels of C VI ions are calculated using a quasisteady s
approximation16 as a postprocessor of the MHD code. T
radiative trapping of the C VILa line is included with the
escape probability approximation,17,18taking into account the
Doppler shift caused by a velocity gradient in the radial
rection. To account for an anomalous behavior of the opac
the suggestion by Pertet al.19 is adopted. For the calculatio
of the gain of C VI Ha ~18.2 nm! line, the Doppler
broadening2 is used.

An initial radius (R), initial density (No) and external
current pulse,I (t)5I o sin(2pt/T), which can be controlled in
real experiments, are adopted as simulation parameters.
simulation has been performed by varyingNo andI o for two
sets ofR andT: T/4520 ns,R51 mm andT/45100 ns,R
52 mm. The peak currentI o is varied according to the
snowplow model,20 keeping the pinch time to be in the rang
of 0.53T/4– 1.53T/4 for different initial densities.

Figure 1~a! shows that the experimental condition for th
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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amplification of C VI Ha ~18.2 nm! line in a capillary dis-
charge has a wide range if a current pulse is as shor
T/4520 ns. For a current pulse ofT/4520 ns, the gain large
than 1 cm21 is achieved forNo56.331017– 431018cm23

and I o512.6– 240 kA with a maximum gain of 2 cm21 at
No51018cm23 and I o541.6 kA. However in the case o
T/45100 ns@Fig. 1~b!#, even though it is possible to achiev
a gain as high as 1 cm21, the condition is severer: large
currents by an order of magnitude are demanded. This is
to the longer cooling time, which approximately depends
the current rising time,T/4.

It should be noticed that initial densities in this simul
tion are higher than in previous capillary experiments.3,4,7,8

In the case of the Ar experiment which uses the electr
collisional excitation pumping scheme, an adequate las
condition can be achieved by producing a high density
temperature plasma through a pinch. Thus even if the in
density is low, the pinch state produces a density h
enough for the sufficient amplification. However in the ca
of CRPS using the H- and Li-like ions, a high density a
temperature plasma state should be followed by fast coo
phase. An adiabatic expansion, which plays a cooling r
reduces not only the temperature but also the density. To
a sufficient density for a high gain in such an expans
phase, a higher initial density is required. From this point
view, the low gain value in the Li-like oxygen experimen7

can then be attributed to its low initial density.
For a set of parameters which results in a maximum g

of 2 cm21 ~T/4520 ns, R51 mm, No51018cm23, and I o

541.6 kA!, the temporal variations of the plasma at axis a
shown in Fig. 2~a!. The abrupt increase of the electron de
sity and temperature is caused by implosion, and the follo
ing fast cooling by adiabatic expansion. Figure 2~b! clearly
shows that the cooling time is shorter than the recombina
time of C VII to C VI ion. In Fig. 2~c!, the temporal behavio
of the gain at axis is plotted, which shows a higher gain p
of ;5 ns duration and an additional small gain peak. T
second gain peak arises by the reduction of the optical t
ping of C VI La line @dashed line in Fig. 2~c!#. The increased
opacity~or decreased escape probability! due to the decreas
of the ion temperature reduces or terminates the first g
pulse, even though other conditions are still adequate for
gain formation. A further expansion of plasma and the
combination of C VI to C V makes the opacity decrea

FIG. 1. Gain of C VIHa(18.2 nm) line is plotted as a function ofI o /No with
30% of theoretical optical trapping for the cases of~a! T/4520 ns, Ro

51 mm, and~b! T/45100 ns, Ro52 mm. The symbols represent initia
densities in 1018 cm23: ~*!:0.16, ~s!:0.25, ~n!:0.40, ~,!:0.63, ~L!:1.0,
1:1.6, ~3!:2.5, ~%!:4.0, ~d!:6.3, and~.!:10.
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causing the appearance of the second gain peak.
Figure 3~a! shows the radial distribution of the gain at

maximum gain time of 26.7 ns for the same parameter a
Fig. 2. Note that the gain is radially stratified into two r
gions: one region near axis with a diameter of 150mm where
the gain is uniform and high, and the other outer reg
where the gain decreases gradually. This radial depend
of the gain is closely related to the radial distribution
temperature@Fig. 3~b!#. The smaller Doppler broadening an
the higher recombination pumping rate are due to a low
temperature near axis build a higher gain, even though
ionic distributions are not much different from those in t
outer region@Fig. 3~c!#. The optical depth is also longer i
the low temperature as;T21/2 but the expanding velocity
profile @Fig. 3~d!# reduces such an effect. The hollow profi
of the electron density keeps a propagating beam from be
divergent, reducing the refraction loss. Considering tha
beam propagates on anr –z plane@Fig. 4~a!# where the index
of refraction is uniform along thez axis, the deflected angle
per unit length can be derived from the ray equation
Ref. 21:

FIG. 2. The temporal variations at axis for the case of maximum g
T/4520 ns,R51 mm, No51018 cm23, and I o541.6 kA: ~a! electron den-
sity (Ne) and the temperature (Te); ~b! the population densities of ground
states, and~c! the gain of C VIHa(18.2 nm) line (g) and the escape prob
ability for the C VILa line (Pesc).

FIG. 3. The radial distributions of plasma quantities at the time of maxim
gain, 26.7 ns for the case of Fig. 2:~a! gain of C VIHa(18.2 nm! line (g),
~b! the electron density (Ne) and the temperature (Te), ~c! the population
densities of ground states, and~d! the radial velocity.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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du

dz
5

1

n

dn

dr
, ~1!

where n is the index of refraction of a plasma with th
plasma frequency,vp

254pnee
2/(me),

n5A12S vp

v D 2

. ~2!

For the electron density profile shown in Fig. 3~b!, the de-
flection angle of a ray per unit length along thez direction is
plotted in Fig. 4~b!. This shows that a beam in an inn
region, where the gain is also high, is guided, leading t
high amplification.

In summary, another regime of operation for the amp
fication of H-like C VI Ha ~18.2 nm! line in a capillary dis-
charge is obtained using one-dimensional MHD simulati
The results show that there is a wide range of experime
conditions for a gain as high as 1 cm21 with a current pulse
of 20 ns quarter period. The temporal behavior in the cas
a maximum gain shows that the capillary discharge plas
has adequate dynamics for recombination x-ray lasers.
regime has new features: the existence of gain at the ax
a capillary, the large size of a gain region, and the holl
electron density profile for the better guiding of the radiati
being amplified.

This work has been supported in part by Korea Resea

FIG. 4. ~a! Schematic drawing of a beam propagation in ther –z plane;~b!
deflected angle per unit length for the case of Fig. 3.
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